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μ+→e+γ sensitive to new physics
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BR(μ+→e+γ) could become as large as 10-12
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The key is the existence of TeV-scale supersymmetric partners
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The key is the existence of TeV-scale supersymmetric partners
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SUSY GUT  
makes them happen !
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muon (g-2) anomaly

Given that both ‘i ! ‘j! and !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2 are
generated by dipole operators, it is natural to establish a
link between them. To this purpose, we recall the dominant
contribution to !a" is also provided by the chargino
exchange and can be written as
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with gc2"x; y$ defined as fc2"x; y$ in terms of
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It is then straightforward to deduce the relation
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To understand the relative size of the correlation, in the
limit of degenerate SUSY spectrum we get
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A more detailed analysis of the stringent correlation be-

tween the ‘i ! ‘j! transitions and !a" in our scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the loop functions for the two
processes are not identical, the correlation is not exactly a
line; however, it is clear that the two observables are
closely connected. We stress that the numerical results
shown in Fig. 6 have been obtained using the exact for-
mulas reported in Ref. [41] for the supersymmetric con-
tributions to both B"‘i ! ‘j!$ and !a" (the simplified
results in the mass-insertion approximations in Eqs. (15)–
(19) have been shown only for the sake of clarity). The
inner dark-gray (red) areas are the regions where the
B-physics constraints are fulfilled. In our scenario the
B-physics constraints put a lower bound on MH and there-
fore, through the funnel-region relation, also on M1;2 (see
Figs. 3 and 4). As a result, the allowed ranges for !a" and
B"‘i ! ‘j!$ are correspondingly lowered. A complemen-
tary illustration of the interplay of B-physics observables,
dark-matter constraints, !a", and LFV rates—within our
scenario—is shown in Fig. 7.9

The normalization j'12
LLj ! 10# 4 used in Figs. 6 and 7

corresponds to the central value in Eq. (14) for c& ! 1 and
M&R

! 1012 GeV. This normalization can be regarded as a
rather natural (or even pessimistic) choice.10 As can be

FIG. 6 (color online). Expectations for B"" ! e!$ and B"( ! "!$ vs !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2, assuming j'12
LLj ! 10# 4 and j'23

LLj !
10# 2. The plots have been obtained employing the following ranges: 300 GeV * M~‘ * 600 GeV, 200 GeV * M2 * 1000 GeV,
500 GeV * " * 1000 GeV, 10 * tan% * 50, and setting AU ! # 1 TeV, M~q! 1:5 TeV. Moreover, the GUT relations M2 ' 2M1

and M3 ' 6M1 are assumed. The inner (red) areas correspond to points within the funnel region which satisfy the B-physics
constraints listed in Sec. III B [B"Bs ! "% "# $< 8 & 10# 8, 1:01<RBs! < 1:24, 0:8<RB(& < 0:9, !MBs

! 17:35 + 0:25 ps# 1].

9For comparison, a detailed study of LFV transitions imposing
dark-matter constraints—within the constrained MSSM with
right-handed neutrinos—can be found in Ref. [42].

10For M&R
, 1012 GeV other sources of LFV, such as the

quark-induced terms in grand unified theories cannot be ne-
glected [43]. As a result, in many realistic scenarios it is not
easy to suppress LFV entries in the slepton mass matrices below
the 10# 4 level [38].

FLAVOR PHYSICS AT LARGE TAN % WITH A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 75, 115019 (2007)

115019-9

G.Isidori et al. PRD75, 115019

There is a generic relation 
with BR(μ→eγ) : 

|δ LL
12 |= 10−4

|δ LL
12 |= 10−4 assumed here

60 T. Mori, W. Ootani / Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 79 (2014) 57–94

Fig. 3. A correlation between the branching ratio B(µ ! e� ) and the deviation of (gµ � 2), �aµ , assuming |�12
LL | = 10�4. The observed deviation

corresponds to B(µ ! e� ) ⇠ O(10�12). The red area indicates the region where B-physics constraints are satisfied. The upper limit on B(µ ! e� ) [7]
and the observed �aµ [16,17] are depicted in the original figure from [18]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

and the other is a measurement of the Lamb shift of muonic hydrogen [15], the so-called ‘‘proton radius puzzle’’. The former
result seems to fit in well with expectations of TeV-scale new physics such as supersymmetry, while an interpretation of
the latter is still controversial and thus is not discussed here.

The present discrepancy between experiment and theory for aµ is about 3.6 � which is interesting but still not conclu-
sive [19]:

aexpµ = 116592089 ± 63 ⇥ 10�11, (2)

aSMµ = 116591802 ± 49 ⇥ 10�11, (3)

�aµ ⌘ aexpµ � aSMµ = 287 ± 63 ± 49 ⇥ 10�11, (4)

where the theory errors are dominated by the leading-order hadronic vacuum polarisation contribution and the hadronic
light-by-light scattering contribution and the experimental errors are still statistics dominant.

Both theoretical and experimental efforts to reduce the uncertainties and verify the discrepancy are underway. A new
experiment (E989) aiming at reducing the uncertainty by a factor of 4 is being prepared at Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory (Fermilab), USA. It uses the same ‘‘magicmuonmomentum’’ technique to eliminate the electric field components
with the same 15 m diameter superconducting ring magnet as the previous experiment (E821) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) which obtained the above result (2). E989 is scheduled to start data taking in 2016. In the mean time the
theoretical uncertainty is also expected to improve by a factor of 2. R&D for amore challenging experiment (J-PARC g-2/EDM)
that uses a novel ultra-cold muon beam is ongoing at Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), Japan. This
experiment intends to verify the discrepancy with a similar precision to E989 but with different experimental systematics.
It also aims at measuring the electric dipole moment (EDM) of muon with a precision of 10�20 e·cm.

The discrepancymight be due to additional loop contributions arising from some new physics, such as shown in Fig. 1(b)
but without flavour violation. Whatever new physics might lie behind the deviation, it should also contribute to the
amplitude of the cLFV processµ ! e� if cLFV couplings exist. For example, in a supersymmetric model discussed by Isidori
et al. [18], the branching ratio of µ ! e� is related to �aµ in the following form with an unknown overall normalisation
associated with cLFV couplings |�12

LL |:

B(µ ! e� ) ⇡ 10�4
✓

�aµ

200 ⇥ 10�11

◆2

|�12
LL |

2. (5)

This relation between B(µ ! e� ) and �aµ is rather generic, not much dependent on new physics models. It is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where a naturally expected level of cLFV for GUT/seesawmodels, |�12

LL | = 10�4, is assumed [18]. In fact much of the
region consistent with this value was already excluded by the MEG experiment [7] as indicated in the Figure. Ongoing and

unknown cLFV constant
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Fig. 3. A correlation between the branching ratio B(µ ! e� ) and the deviation of (gµ � 2), �aµ , assuming |�12
LL | = 10�4. The observed deviation

corresponds to B(µ ! e� ) ⇠ O(10�12). The red area indicates the region where B-physics constraints are satisfied. The upper limit on B(µ ! e� ) [7]
and the observed �aµ [16,17] are depicted in the original figure from [18]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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result seems to fit in well with expectations of TeV-scale new physics such as supersymmetry, while an interpretation of
the latter is still controversial and thus is not discussed here.
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Before 2010: T. Mori, W. Ootani / Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics ( ) – 7

Fig. 5. Experimental upper limits (90% C.L.) on cLFV muon processes as a function of the year where the µ ! 3e and µ�N ! e�N bounds are converted
into equivalent µ ! e� bounds by using Eqs. (6) and (7). The corresponding new physics scale ⇤ for  = 0, defined in Eqs. (9) and (10), is also indicated.

with a detection efficiency ✏ ⇡ O(1%) in a few years of data taking (T ⇡ O(107) s), a DCmuon rate of 1013/✏/T ⇡ 107–108/s
is necessary. Such a high rate DC muon beam is currently only available at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland. PSI’s
590 MeV isochronous ring cyclotron constantly supplies a 2.2 mA proton beam with 50.6 MHz RF time structure. Since
the muon life time of 2 µs is much longer than the RF structure, the muon decay rate becomes constant (DC) without any
time structure. The cyclotron is currently being upgraded and its beam current is planned to increase eventually to 3.0 mA,
approaching an unrivalled beam power of 1.8 MW.

Major experimental challenges are (1) a good photon energy resolution to suppress background photons from radiative
muon decays and annihilation of positrons in material, and (2) precise measurements of positrons in the high rate environ-
ment of 107–108 positrons per second.

The MEG experiment at PSI, which finished data taking in summer 2013, obtained the world’s best upper bounds on
B(µ ! e� ) < 5.7⇥ 10�13 at 90% C.L. [7] using ⇠1/2 of the data taken. The final result of MEG is expected during the year
2014. Currently at PSI, preparations are underway for the MEG II experiment, an upgrade of MEG, which plans to start data
taking in 2016 with a goal of achieving an order of magnitude better sensitivity than MEG in three years’ data taking.

1.2.2. µ+ ! e+e�e+

Searches for the µ ! 3e decay also require positive muons to avoid muonic atom formation just like µ ! e� searches.
With three particles in the final state, they also suffer from accidental coincidences: positrons from normal muon decays
coincidewith e+e� pairs fromphoton conversions or fromBhabha scattering of positronswith atomic electrons. Tominimise
the accidental background, a DC muon beam, one as constant in time as possible, should be used.

With the presently available DC muon beam at PSI (⇠1 ⇥ 108 muons/s), an improvement in sensitivity by two orders
of magnitude over the current 90% CL upper bound on B(µ ! 3e) < 1.0 ⇥ 10�12 [20] may be possible. However, a much
more intense muon source of �109 is required to become competitive with the existing upper bound on B(µ ! e� ) <
5.7 ⇥ 10�13 [7]. A new high intensity muon beamline, ‘‘High Intensity Muon Beam’’ (HIMB), that can provide >109 muons
per second, has been proposed and is under serious consideration at PSI [31]. An upgrade plan of the proton accelerator
complex at Fermilab (Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP-II)) aimed at providing a beam power of at least 1 MW on target at
the initiation of the long baseline neutrino facility (LBNF) is embeddedwithin a longer-term concept for upgrades to achieve
multi-MW, continuous wave capabilities, which could accommodate a high intensity muon source [32].

Amajor experimental challenge for aµ ! 3e search is precise tracking and vertexing of positrons and electrons in a high
rate environment of >109 muon decays per second. Tracking detectors must have low momentum thresholds and cover a
large solid angle to efficiently measure three-body final states of µ ! 3e decays. Because of this daunting challenge, no
experiment had been proposed for more than a quarter century since the last experiment. Recent advances in ultra-thin
silicon pixel detector technology, however, seems to rise to the challenge. The mu3e experiment [33], recently proposed at
PSI, envisages to use High Voltage Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (HV-MAPS) to realise ultra-thin tracking detectors that
minimisemultiple scattering and energy loss for precise tracking and vertexing. The first phase ofmu3ewill use the existing
beamline to achieve an O(10�15) sensitivity, but the second phase for O(10�16) requires realisation of the HIMB.

“μ→eγ”-equivalent

Branching Ratios

SINDRUM
1×10-12 SINDRUM II 

7×10-13 

MEGA
1.2×10-11 

New Physics
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• Muons must be positively charged so that  
they will not be captured by nuclei  

• Several 107 of muons every second for a couple 
of years are needed to achieve an experimental 
sensitivity of 10-12 ~10-13 

52.8 MeV

52.8 MeV

�11
➡ PSI, Switzerland



1.4MW Proton Cyclotron at PSI

Provides world’s most powerful DC muon beam   ~108/sec

The Unique Facility for 
μ→eγ Search
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Signal and Background
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Figure 2.9: Positron energy spectrum of
unpolarized µ+ → e+νeν̄µ decay (Michel
spectrum). A radiative correction due to
the virtual photon emission and the inner
bremsstrahlung is applied in the spectrum
[36].
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Figure 2.10: Photon energy spectrum of
unpolarized µ+ → e+νν̄γ decay. This is
obtained by integrating over the positron
energy and the angle between a positron
and a photon.

the AIF contribution becomes more important. In addition, accidental pileups of those
gamma rays can be another source of background in high-energy region.

Given the angle resolution of δz, the size of signal box for back-to-back condition is
given by δωeγ = π(δz)2.

From the above, the effective branching ration of accidental background is approxi-
mately given by

Bacc ≈ Rµ · (2δx) ·
!

α

2π
(δy)2(ln(δy) + 7.33)

"
· (δz)2

4
· (2δteγ) (2.28)

Again, we here calculate an example of the effective branching ratio of the accidental
background using numbers in Eq.2.21. The instantaneous beam intensity was 2.6×108 in
the MEGA. It is higher than the average intensity listed in Table 2.3 because they used
a pulsed beam with duty cycle 6 %. The effective branching ratio is then given as

Bacc ∼ 1.2 × 10−12. (2.29)

This is rather serious problem. A new idea to suppress the background is necessary to go
into the sensitivity of 10−13 level.

2.3.5 Requirements of µ+ → e+γ Search

By the naive calculation of background above, the accidental background is found to be
the dominant background source, and it will limit the experiment.

First, from Eq.2.23 we see the background rate is proportional to the instantaneous
muon beam intensity. Whereas we estimated that we need > 107/sec muon intensity to

Dominant Background Is Accidental

signal

e+ background

must manage high rate e+

Michel decays

➡Gradient Magnetic Field  
Spectrometer (COBRA) 16



COBRA 

compensation coils

COBRA Positron Spectrometer

• thin-walled SC solenoid with 
a gradient magnetic field:  
1.27 - 0.49 Tesla

Gradient B field helps to manage high rate e+
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solenoid

DC

μ+ beam emitted e+

uniform 
B-field

gradient 
B-field

Low energy positrons 
quickly swept out

Constant bending radius independent 
of emission angles

R

28 CHAPTER 3. Experimental Apparatus

Figure 3.7: Conceptual illustrations of the COBRA spectrometer compared with one
with a uniform magnetic field. (a) and (c) show trajectories of positrons emitted at 88◦.
The uniform field makes many turns inside the detector, whereas the gradient field sweep
the positron out of the detector much more quickly. (b) and (d) show trajectories of
mono-energetic positrons emitted at various angles. In the uniform field, the bending
radius depends on the emission angle, whereas it is independent in the gradient field.
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Figure 3.8: Rate of Michel positrons per cm2 per second as a function of radius assuming
muon decay rate of 3 × 107/sec.
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Figure 2.9: Positron energy spectrum of
unpolarized µ+ → e+νeν̄µ decay (Michel
spectrum). A radiative correction due to
the virtual photon emission and the inner
bremsstrahlung is applied in the spectrum
[36].
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Figure 2.10: Photon energy spectrum of
unpolarized µ+ → e+νν̄γ decay. This is
obtained by integrating over the positron
energy and the angle between a positron
and a photon.

the AIF contribution becomes more important. In addition, accidental pileups of those
gamma rays can be another source of background in high-energy region.

Given the angle resolution of δz, the size of signal box for back-to-back condition is
given by δωeγ = π(δz)2.

From the above, the effective branching ration of accidental background is approxi-
mately given by

Bacc ≈ Rµ · (2δx) ·
!

α

2π
(δy)2(ln(δy) + 7.33)

"
· (δz)2

4
· (2δteγ) (2.28)

Again, we here calculate an example of the effective branching ratio of the accidental
background using numbers in Eq.2.21. The instantaneous beam intensity was 2.6×108 in
the MEGA. It is higher than the average intensity listed in Table 2.3 because they used
a pulsed beam with duty cycle 6 %. The effective branching ratio is then given as

Bacc ∼ 1.2 × 10−12. (2.29)

This is rather serious problem. A new idea to suppress the background is necessary to go
into the sensitivity of 10−13 level.

2.3.5 Requirements of µ+ → e+γ Search

By the naive calculation of background above, the accidental background is found to be
the dominant background source, and it will limit the experiment.

First, from Eq.2.23 we see the background rate is proportional to the instantaneous
muon beam intensity. Whereas we estimated that we need > 107/sec muon intensity to

Dominant Background Is Accidental

signal

γ background

good γ resolution is 
most important !

Radiative Muon decays

➡ Liquid Xenon  
Scintillation Detector 19



3.2. Detector 35

3.2.2 The Gamma-ray Detector

The gamma-ray detector is undoubtedly the most innovative and challenging part of the
experiment. Its performance is crucial for a successful search for the µ+ → e+γ decay. We
use a gamma-ray detector of a 900 liter homogeneous volume of liquid xenon (LXe). It
is placed just outside of the COBRA magnet. Gamma rays that penetrated the positron
spectrometer enter the detector. They interact with LXe and generate scintillation light.
The scintillation light is collected by a number of photomultipliers (PMT) surrounding
the active volume of LXe to measure the total energy released by the incident gamma ray
as well as the position and time of its first interaction. A conceptual figure of the gamma-
ray detector is shown in Figure 3.21. Sometimes multiple gamma rays enter the detector
and are measured at the same time in a high rate of low-energy gamma-ray background
since the detector consists of a large volume without any segmentation. Nevertheless,
we can handle those pileup events correctly because the image of the light distribution
from a large number of PMTs enables us to identify and unfold those multiple events. In
addition, the time distribution and waveform can also be used to identify pileup events.

The R&D works, performance of prototype detector, design and construction of final
detectors are described in detail in [46],[47].

Figure 3.21: Conceptual figure of LXe gamma-ray detector.

• Scintillation light from 900 liter 
liquid xenon is detected by 846 
PMTs mounted on all surfaces 
and submerged in the xenon  

• fast response & high light yield 
provide good resolutions of E, 
time, position 

• kept at 165K by 200W pulse-tube 
refrigerator 

• gas/liquid circulation system to 
purify xenon to remove 
contaminants

2.7-ton Liquid Xenon  
Gamma-Ray Detector

 20
* PMT sensitive to VUV at LXe temperature



Energy = total light yield 
Position = light peak
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R.Sawada  Mar.14, 2009 @ Epochal Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan
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Monitoring Eγ during Runs

• sub-MeV proton beam from a dedicated 
Cockcroft-Walton accelerator are 
bombarded on Li2B4O7 target. 

• monochromatic photons of 17.67MeV 
from 7Li 

• 2 coincident photons (4.4, 11.6) MeV from 
11B: synchronization of LXe and TC 

• Short runs 2-3 times a week
 23
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Cockcroft-Walton proton accelerator

17.67MeV Li peak
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Blind & Likelihood Analysis
Blind analysis  

Optimization of analysis and 
BG study are done in 
sidebands

(Eγ, Ee, Teγ, θeγ, φeγ)

PDFs from data 
• accidental BG: side bands 
• signal: measured resolution 
• radiative BG: theory + resolution

→ signal, acc BG, RD BG
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Maximum Likelihood Fit
Fully frequentist approach (Feldman & Cousins) with profile 
likelihood ratio ordering 

Event-by-event PDFs for both e+ & photons 

Target alignment (t), NRMD and NACC are treated as 
nuisance parameters and are profiled in the fit. 
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Figure 24 Projected distributions of µ+ → e+γνν̄ events measured
in the energy side-band (dots with error bars) with the expectations
(histograms with the uncertainty specified by the yellow bands). The
expectations are calculated with the theoretical formula folded with
the detector responses and a normalisation based on Michel events.

We studied the RMD in the energy side-band defined by1491

43.0 < Eγ < 48.0 MeV, 48.0 < Ee < 53.0 MeV, |φeγ| <1492

0.3 rad, and |θeγ| < 0.3 rad. The RMD events are identified1493

by a peak around the centre in teγ distribution (Figure 18).1494

The distribution of RMD in terms of energy and angle is1495

measured by the fit to the teγ distribution divided into en-1496

ergy and angle bins. Figure 24 shows the measured distribu-1497

tions. The rates and shapes are compared with the Standard1498

Model calculation (in the lowest order) [27] and found to be1499

consistent. The measured branching ratio within the energy1500

side-band agrees with the calculation within 5%.1501

The expected number of RMD events in the µ+ → e+γ1502

analysis window is calculated by extrapolating the energy1503

side-band distribution to the analysis window, giving an es-1504

timate ⟨NRMD⟩ = 614 ± 34, which is used as a statistical1505

constraint in the likelihood analysis.1506

The RMD branching ratio is highly suppressed when the1507

kinematic window gets closer to the limit of µ+ → e+γ1508

kinematics. The effective branching ratio, which is calcu-1509

lated considering the detector resolution, is plotted in Fig-1510

ure 23 (b) as a function of the lower limits of integration1511

ranges on Ee and Eγ. For example, the effective branching1512

ratio for 52.0 < Eγ < 53.5 MeV and 52.0 < Ee < 53.5 MeV1513

is 3×10−14, two orders of magnitude lower than that due the1514

accidental background.1515

4.5 Maximum likelihood analysis1516

Editor’s comments:1517

Section coordinator: Fabrizio, Wataru, Ryu1518

Text: 2.1519

Figure: 4.1520

4.5.1 Likelihood function1521

Editor’s comments:1522

Section coordinator: Wataru1523

The numbers of signal, RMD and accidental background1524

events in the analysis window, (Nsig, NRMD, NACC), are the1525

parameters to be estimated by a maximum likelihood anal-1526

ysis. In addition, a set of two parameters t which describe1527

the position and non-planarity of the muon stopping target1528

as discussed in Sect. 3.2.4 are also included as fitting pa-1529

rameters in the likelihood function since the impact of the1530

uncertainty of the target alignment on the fitting result is1531

not small. Of particular interest is Nsig, while the other pa-1532

rameters (NRMD, NACC, t) are treated as nuisance parameters1533

which are profiled in the calculation of the confidence in-1534

tervals as discussed in Sect. 4.5.3. The extended likelihood1535

function is thus defined as1536

L
!

Nsig,NRMD,NACC, t
"

=

e−N

Nobs!
C(NRMD,NACC, t) ×

Nobs
#

i=1

!

NsigS (xi, t) + NRMDR(xi) + NACCA(xi)
"

, (2)

where xi =
$

Eγ, Ee, teγ, θeγ, φeγ
%

is the vector of observables1537

for the i-th event.1538

S , R and A are the Probability Density Functions (PDFs)1539

for the signal, RMD and accidental background events, re-1540

spectively. N = Nsig+NRMD+NACC and Nobs is the observed1541

total number of events in the analysis window. C is a term1542

for the constraints of nuisance parameters.1543

The expected numbers of RMD and accidental back-1544

ground events with their respective uncertainties, which are1545

evaluated in the side-bands, constitute Gaussian-constraints1546

on NRMD and NACC in the C term in Eq.2.1547

The target parameters t are prepared for each year. The1548

parameter space of the target position is also constrained1549

with Gaussian functions whose standard deviations are the1550

uncertainty on the target position year by year. The uncer-1551

tainty is 300 µm for 2009–2012 data, and 500 µm for 20131552

data. The uncertainty of the target non-planarity is extracted1553

from the difference between themeasurementswith the FARO1554

scan in 2013 and the fitted paraboloid (see Sect. 3.2.4). Since1555

the target deformation is likely to have been evolving, the1556

larger non-planarity uncertainties are assigned for the later1557

years; the maximum allowed deformations are 0.1, 0.1, 0.4,1558

0.5 and 1.0 of the measured FARO-paraboloid difference,1559

for 2009-2013 data, respectively.1560

4.5.2 PDFs1561

Editor’s comments:1562

Section coordinator: Ryu1563

4.5.2.1 Event-by-event PDFs1564

1565

NRMD evaluated from  
outside the blinded boxxi = (Eγ, Ee, Teγ, θeγ, φeγ)
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an example of events 
inside the blinded box

target

Drift Chamber

Timing Counter

Muon Beam

LXe Detector
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4D Event Distribution
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4D Event Distribution
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The Five Observables & Rsig
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MEG	experiment
l MEG	experiment	was	carried	out	in	2009-2013.

l World	most	intense	DC	beam	at	PSI	(Switzerland).

l Positron	spectrometer

l Gradient	magnetic	field	+	Segmented	low-mass	drift	chamber
+	scintillation	timing	counter.

l LXe	γ-ray	detector

→ MEG	result	with	full	data	set:
Br(μ→eγ)	<	4.2	x	10-13	at	90%	C.L
(Eur.	Phys.	J.	C	76(8),	434,	2016)

SEARCH	FOR	LEPTON	FLAVOR	VIOLATING	DECAY	OF	MUON	IN	MEG	EXPERIMENT,	S.OGAWA,	ICPPA2018
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Fig. 5. Experimental upper limits (90% C.L.) on cLFV muon processes as a function of the year where the µ ! 3e and µ�N ! e�N bounds are converted
into equivalent µ ! e� bounds by using Eqs. (6) and (7). The corresponding new physics scale ⇤ for  = 0, defined in Eqs. (9) and (10), is also indicated.

with a detection efficiency ✏ ⇡ O(1%) in a few years of data taking (T ⇡ O(107) s), a DCmuon rate of 1013/✏/T ⇡ 107–108/s
is necessary. Such a high rate DC muon beam is currently only available at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland. PSI’s
590 MeV isochronous ring cyclotron constantly supplies a 2.2 mA proton beam with 50.6 MHz RF time structure. Since
the muon life time of 2 µs is much longer than the RF structure, the muon decay rate becomes constant (DC) without any
time structure. The cyclotron is currently being upgraded and its beam current is planned to increase eventually to 3.0 mA,
approaching an unrivalled beam power of 1.8 MW.

Major experimental challenges are (1) a good photon energy resolution to suppress background photons from radiative
muon decays and annihilation of positrons in material, and (2) precise measurements of positrons in the high rate environ-
ment of 107–108 positrons per second.

The MEG experiment at PSI, which finished data taking in summer 2013, obtained the world’s best upper bounds on
B(µ ! e� ) < 5.7⇥ 10�13 at 90% C.L. [7] using ⇠1/2 of the data taken. The final result of MEG is expected during the year
2014. Currently at PSI, preparations are underway for the MEG II experiment, an upgrade of MEG, which plans to start data
taking in 2016 with a goal of achieving an order of magnitude better sensitivity than MEG in three years’ data taking.

1.2.2. µ+ ! e+e�e+

Searches for the µ ! 3e decay also require positive muons to avoid muonic atom formation just like µ ! e� searches.
With three particles in the final state, they also suffer from accidental coincidences: positrons from normal muon decays
coincidewith e+e� pairs fromphoton conversions or fromBhabha scattering of positronswith atomic electrons. Tominimise
the accidental background, a DC muon beam, one as constant in time as possible, should be used.

With the presently available DC muon beam at PSI (⇠1 ⇥ 108 muons/s), an improvement in sensitivity by two orders
of magnitude over the current 90% CL upper bound on B(µ ! 3e) < 1.0 ⇥ 10�12 [20] may be possible. However, a much
more intense muon source of �109 is required to become competitive with the existing upper bound on B(µ ! e� ) <
5.7 ⇥ 10�13 [7]. A new high intensity muon beamline, ‘‘High Intensity Muon Beam’’ (HIMB), that can provide >109 muons
per second, has been proposed and is under serious consideration at PSI [31]. An upgrade plan of the proton accelerator
complex at Fermilab (Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP-II)) aimed at providing a beam power of at least 1 MW on target at
the initiation of the long baseline neutrino facility (LBNF) is embeddedwithin a longer-term concept for upgrades to achieve
multi-MW, continuous wave capabilities, which could accommodate a high intensity muon source [32].

Amajor experimental challenge for aµ ! 3e search is precise tracking and vertexing of positrons and electrons in a high
rate environment of >109 muon decays per second. Tracking detectors must have low momentum thresholds and cover a
large solid angle to efficiently measure three-body final states of µ ! 3e decays. Because of this daunting challenge, no
experiment had been proposed for more than a quarter century since the last experiment. Recent advances in ultra-thin
silicon pixel detector technology, however, seems to rise to the challenge. The mu3e experiment [33], recently proposed at
PSI, envisages to use High Voltage Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (HV-MAPS) to realise ultra-thin tracking detectors that
minimisemultiple scattering and energy loss for precise tracking and vertexing. The first phase ofmu3ewill use the existing
beamline to achieve an O(10�15) sensitivity, but the second phase for O(10�16) requires realisation of the HIMB.

“μ→eγ”-equivalent

Branching Ratios

MEG

New Physics
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muon (g-2) anomaly

Given that both ‘i ! ‘j! and !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2 are
generated by dipole operators, it is natural to establish a
link between them. To this purpose, we recall the dominant
contribution to !a" is also provided by the chargino
exchange and can be written as
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with gc2"x; y$ defined as fc2"x; y$ in terms of
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To understand the relative size of the correlation, in the
limit of degenerate SUSY spectrum we get
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A more detailed analysis of the stringent correlation be-

tween the ‘i ! ‘j! transitions and !a" in our scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the loop functions for the two
processes are not identical, the correlation is not exactly a
line; however, it is clear that the two observables are
closely connected. We stress that the numerical results
shown in Fig. 6 have been obtained using the exact for-
mulas reported in Ref. [41] for the supersymmetric con-
tributions to both B"‘i ! ‘j!$ and !a" (the simplified
results in the mass-insertion approximations in Eqs. (15)–
(19) have been shown only for the sake of clarity). The
inner dark-gray (red) areas are the regions where the
B-physics constraints are fulfilled. In our scenario the
B-physics constraints put a lower bound on MH and there-
fore, through the funnel-region relation, also on M1;2 (see
Figs. 3 and 4). As a result, the allowed ranges for !a" and
B"‘i ! ‘j!$ are correspondingly lowered. A complemen-
tary illustration of the interplay of B-physics observables,
dark-matter constraints, !a", and LFV rates—within our
scenario—is shown in Fig. 7.9

The normalization j'12
LLj ! 10# 4 used in Figs. 6 and 7

corresponds to the central value in Eq. (14) for c& ! 1 and
M&R

! 1012 GeV. This normalization can be regarded as a
rather natural (or even pessimistic) choice.10 As can be

FIG. 6 (color online). Expectations for B"" ! e!$ and B"( ! "!$ vs !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2, assuming j'12
LLj ! 10# 4 and j'23

LLj !
10# 2. The plots have been obtained employing the following ranges: 300 GeV * M~‘ * 600 GeV, 200 GeV * M2 * 1000 GeV,
500 GeV * " * 1000 GeV, 10 * tan% * 50, and setting AU ! # 1 TeV, M~q! 1:5 TeV. Moreover, the GUT relations M2 ' 2M1

and M3 ' 6M1 are assumed. The inner (red) areas correspond to points within the funnel region which satisfy the B-physics
constraints listed in Sec. III B [B"Bs ! "% "# $< 8 & 10# 8, 1:01<RBs! < 1:24, 0:8<RB(& < 0:9, !MBs

! 17:35 + 0:25 ps# 1].

9For comparison, a detailed study of LFV transitions imposing
dark-matter constraints—within the constrained MSSM with
right-handed neutrinos—can be found in Ref. [42].

10For M&R
, 1012 GeV other sources of LFV, such as the

quark-induced terms in grand unified theories cannot be ne-
glected [43]. As a result, in many realistic scenarios it is not
easy to suppress LFV entries in the slepton mass matrices below
the 10# 4 level [38].
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There is a generic relation 
with BR(μ→eγ) : 

|δ LL
12 |= 10−4

|δ LL
12 |= 10−4 assumed here

a few x 10-12
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Fig. 3. A correlation between the branching ratio B(µ ! e� ) and the deviation of (gµ � 2), �aµ , assuming |�12
LL | = 10�4. The observed deviation

corresponds to B(µ ! e� ) ⇠ O(10�12). The red area indicates the region where B-physics constraints are satisfied. The upper limit on B(µ ! e� ) [7]
and the observed �aµ [16,17] are depicted in the original figure from [18]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

and the other is a measurement of the Lamb shift of muonic hydrogen [15], the so-called ‘‘proton radius puzzle’’. The former
result seems to fit in well with expectations of TeV-scale new physics such as supersymmetry, while an interpretation of
the latter is still controversial and thus is not discussed here.

The present discrepancy between experiment and theory for aµ is about 3.6 � which is interesting but still not conclu-
sive [19]:

aexpµ = 116592089 ± 63 ⇥ 10�11, (2)

aSMµ = 116591802 ± 49 ⇥ 10�11, (3)

�aµ ⌘ aexpµ � aSMµ = 287 ± 63 ± 49 ⇥ 10�11, (4)

where the theory errors are dominated by the leading-order hadronic vacuum polarisation contribution and the hadronic
light-by-light scattering contribution and the experimental errors are still statistics dominant.

Both theoretical and experimental efforts to reduce the uncertainties and verify the discrepancy are underway. A new
experiment (E989) aiming at reducing the uncertainty by a factor of 4 is being prepared at Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory (Fermilab), USA. It uses the same ‘‘magicmuonmomentum’’ technique to eliminate the electric field components
with the same 15 m diameter superconducting ring magnet as the previous experiment (E821) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) which obtained the above result (2). E989 is scheduled to start data taking in 2016. In the mean time the
theoretical uncertainty is also expected to improve by a factor of 2. R&D for amore challenging experiment (J-PARC g-2/EDM)
that uses a novel ultra-cold muon beam is ongoing at Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), Japan. This
experiment intends to verify the discrepancy with a similar precision to E989 but with different experimental systematics.
It also aims at measuring the electric dipole moment (EDM) of muon with a precision of 10�20 e·cm.

The discrepancymight be due to additional loop contributions arising from some new physics, such as shown in Fig. 1(b)
but without flavour violation. Whatever new physics might lie behind the deviation, it should also contribute to the
amplitude of the cLFV processµ ! e� if cLFV couplings exist. For example, in a supersymmetric model discussed by Isidori
et al. [18], the branching ratio of µ ! e� is related to �aµ in the following form with an unknown overall normalisation
associated with cLFV couplings |�12

LL |:

B(µ ! e� ) ⇡ 10�4
✓

�aµ

200 ⇥ 10�11

◆2

|�12
LL |

2. (5)

This relation between B(µ ! e� ) and �aµ is rather generic, not much dependent on new physics models. It is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where a naturally expected level of cLFV for GUT/seesawmodels, |�12

LL | = 10�4, is assumed [18]. In fact much of the
region consistent with this value was already excluded by the MEG experiment [7] as indicated in the Figure. Ongoing and

unknown cLFV constant
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muon (g-2) anomaly

Given that both ‘i ! ‘j! and !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2 are
generated by dipole operators, it is natural to establish a
link between them. To this purpose, we recall the dominant
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To understand the relative size of the correlation, in the
limit of degenerate SUSY spectrum we get
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A more detailed analysis of the stringent correlation be-

tween the ‘i ! ‘j! transitions and !a" in our scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the loop functions for the two
processes are not identical, the correlation is not exactly a
line; however, it is clear that the two observables are
closely connected. We stress that the numerical results
shown in Fig. 6 have been obtained using the exact for-
mulas reported in Ref. [41] for the supersymmetric con-
tributions to both B"‘i ! ‘j!$ and !a" (the simplified
results in the mass-insertion approximations in Eqs. (15)–
(19) have been shown only for the sake of clarity). The
inner dark-gray (red) areas are the regions where the
B-physics constraints are fulfilled. In our scenario the
B-physics constraints put a lower bound on MH and there-
fore, through the funnel-region relation, also on M1;2 (see
Figs. 3 and 4). As a result, the allowed ranges for !a" and
B"‘i ! ‘j!$ are correspondingly lowered. A complemen-
tary illustration of the interplay of B-physics observables,
dark-matter constraints, !a", and LFV rates—within our
scenario—is shown in Fig. 7.9

The normalization j'12
LLj ! 10# 4 used in Figs. 6 and 7

corresponds to the central value in Eq. (14) for c& ! 1 and
M&R

! 1012 GeV. This normalization can be regarded as a
rather natural (or even pessimistic) choice.10 As can be

FIG. 6 (color online). Expectations for B"" ! e!$ and B"( ! "!$ vs !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2, assuming j'12
LLj ! 10# 4 and j'23

LLj !
10# 2. The plots have been obtained employing the following ranges: 300 GeV * M~‘ * 600 GeV, 200 GeV * M2 * 1000 GeV,
500 GeV * " * 1000 GeV, 10 * tan% * 50, and setting AU ! # 1 TeV, M~q! 1:5 TeV. Moreover, the GUT relations M2 ' 2M1

and M3 ' 6M1 are assumed. The inner (red) areas correspond to points within the funnel region which satisfy the B-physics
constraints listed in Sec. III B [B"Bs ! "% "# $< 8 & 10# 8, 1:01<RBs! < 1:24, 0:8<RB(& < 0:9, !MBs

! 17:35 + 0:25 ps# 1].

9For comparison, a detailed study of LFV transitions imposing
dark-matter constraints—within the constrained MSSM with
right-handed neutrinos—can be found in Ref. [42].

10For M&R
, 1012 GeV other sources of LFV, such as the

quark-induced terms in grand unified theories cannot be ne-
glected [43]. As a result, in many realistic scenarios it is not
easy to suppress LFV entries in the slepton mass matrices below
the 10# 4 level [38].
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Fig. 3. A correlation between the branching ratio B(µ ! e� ) and the deviation of (gµ � 2), �aµ , assuming |�12
LL | = 10�4. The observed deviation

corresponds to B(µ ! e� ) ⇠ O(10�12). The red area indicates the region where B-physics constraints are satisfied. The upper limit on B(µ ! e� ) [7]
and the observed �aµ [16,17] are depicted in the original figure from [18]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

and the other is a measurement of the Lamb shift of muonic hydrogen [15], the so-called ‘‘proton radius puzzle’’. The former
result seems to fit in well with expectations of TeV-scale new physics such as supersymmetry, while an interpretation of
the latter is still controversial and thus is not discussed here.

The present discrepancy between experiment and theory for aµ is about 3.6 � which is interesting but still not conclu-
sive [19]:

aexpµ = 116592089 ± 63 ⇥ 10�11, (2)

aSMµ = 116591802 ± 49 ⇥ 10�11, (3)

�aµ ⌘ aexpµ � aSMµ = 287 ± 63 ± 49 ⇥ 10�11, (4)

where the theory errors are dominated by the leading-order hadronic vacuum polarisation contribution and the hadronic
light-by-light scattering contribution and the experimental errors are still statistics dominant.

Both theoretical and experimental efforts to reduce the uncertainties and verify the discrepancy are underway. A new
experiment (E989) aiming at reducing the uncertainty by a factor of 4 is being prepared at Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory (Fermilab), USA. It uses the same ‘‘magicmuonmomentum’’ technique to eliminate the electric field components
with the same 15 m diameter superconducting ring magnet as the previous experiment (E821) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) which obtained the above result (2). E989 is scheduled to start data taking in 2016. In the mean time the
theoretical uncertainty is also expected to improve by a factor of 2. R&D for amore challenging experiment (J-PARC g-2/EDM)
that uses a novel ultra-cold muon beam is ongoing at Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), Japan. This
experiment intends to verify the discrepancy with a similar precision to E989 but with different experimental systematics.
It also aims at measuring the electric dipole moment (EDM) of muon with a precision of 10�20 e·cm.

The discrepancymight be due to additional loop contributions arising from some new physics, such as shown in Fig. 1(b)
but without flavour violation. Whatever new physics might lie behind the deviation, it should also contribute to the
amplitude of the cLFV processµ ! e� if cLFV couplings exist. For example, in a supersymmetric model discussed by Isidori
et al. [18], the branching ratio of µ ! e� is related to �aµ in the following form with an unknown overall normalisation
associated with cLFV couplings |�12
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This relation between B(µ ! e� ) and �aµ is rather generic, not much dependent on new physics models. It is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where a naturally expected level of cLFV for GUT/seesawmodels, |�12

LL | = 10�4, is assumed [18]. In fact much of the
region consistent with this value was already excluded by the MEG experiment [7] as indicated in the Figure. Ongoing and
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This is not the end.
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MEG II Experiment ~6×10-14 sensitivity
x2 resolution everywhere
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Liquid Xenon Photon Detector
• Detector completed 
• Xenon liquefied by new 

GM refrigerator 
• X-ray position survey in 

the cold
• Light yield reached max? 

by liquid purification
• Common noise critical
• RMD photon spectrum 

measured 
• MPPC PDE angular 

dependence
• Full calibration still to be 
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on the inner photon-incident wall
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CW-Li	

• CW-Li	signal	successfully	observed.
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17.67MeV Gamma-ray from p + 7LiCW-Li	

• CW-Li	signal	successfully	observed.
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CW-Li				-Eγ spectrum-

• 14.6MeV	&	17.6MeV	peak	can	be	seen	clearly.	
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Pixelated Timing Counter

• Fully tested with muon beam showing expected performance.  
• Laser calibration system worked with good stability.   
• Radiation damage issue manageable by temperature control. 
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MEGII: the pixelized Timing Counter
• Higher granularity: 2 x 256 of BC422 scintillator plates 

(120 x 40 (or 50) x 5 mm3) readout by AdvanSiD SiPM 
ASD-NUM3S-P-50-High-Gain 

• Improved timing resolution: from 70 ps to 35 ps (multi-
hits) 

• Less multiple scattering and pile-up 

• Assembly: Completed 

• Expected detector performances confirmed with data 
during pre-eng. 2016 and 2017

�25

Pilot run 2016



Pixelated Timing Counter

• Fully tested with muon beam showing expected performance.  
• Laser calibration system worked with good stability.   
• Radiation damage issue manageable by temperature control. 
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2015 run: event monitor
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2015 run: event monitor
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2015 run: event monitor

~9 counters hit / positron
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2015 run: event monitor
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2015 run: event monitor

M. De Gerone, BVR MEG 08/02/16 21

2015 run: event monitor

Each scintillation counter measures timing < 90psec

~9 counters hit / positron

�41

PSI-BVR 49 12/02/2018 19

Michel run 2017: first results

We obtained:
~ 35ps @8hits
~ 30ps @10hits
for the overall TC resolution. 

Overall TC performance obtained by averaging resolutions from all the geometrically  
equivalent combinations.



CDCH status at July 3rd

§ Hyperbolic shape

§ Endplate stack
§ Wire layer at nominal radial position 

by milling the peek spacers after 
survey

28 July 2017 PSI - CDCH status 3

Cylindrical Drift Chamber
• Completed, delivered to PSI, 

installed, and tested with 
cosmic rays 

• Currently HV / gas-mixtures 
being tested with full intensity 
muon beam

• Problem of Al wire corrosion 
and breaking - The cause 
spotted and understood

• Inner layers suffer serious HV 
issues - to be investigated & 
fixed during next shutdown

• Very low material (He 90%) with 
radiation length of 1.6x10-3X0 per 
positron to reduce multiple scattering

• large acceptance for pTC 42
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MEGII: The new single volume chamber
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The Real DCH: Assembling completed !

Completed & Installed
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Michel positrons measured  
at fully muon intensity

Completed & Installed
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Cosmic tracks (III)

● Fitted position of hit wires

Y Y

X Z
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Cosmic tracks (III)
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MEGII: new calibration methods and upgrades

•  CEX reaction: p(π- ,π0)n, π0   γγ   
•  1MV Cockcroft-Walton accelerator  
•  Pulsed D-D Neutron generator 
•  NEW: Mott scattered positron beam to fully exploit the new spectrometer  
•  NEW: SciFi beam monitoring. Not invasive, ID particle identification, vacuum compatible, working in 
magnetic field, online beam monitor (beam rate and profile)  
•  NEW: Luminophore  (CsI(Tl) on Lavsan/Mylar equivalent) to measure the beam properties at the Cobra 
center 
•  NEW: LXe X-ray survey  
•  NEW: Laser system for the pTC

Monochromatic e-line 

MC BCF12 250 x 250 um2 
scintillating fibers Double readout: MPPC 

S13360-3050C

�28

pTC’s laser

Luminophore

SciFi

Mott scattered  
e+ beam 

for calibration



Radiative Decay Counter

MEG-TN089

1 Introduction

Radiative Decay Counter (RDC) is being developed as an optional detector to improve the
sensitivity of MEG II further by identifying gamma rays from the radiative muon decay (RMD:
µ+ ! e+nµneg). Because of the higher beam rate and the better detector resolutions of MEG II
than MEG, the fraction of the accidental background over the total physics background will be
higher than MEG. The background gamma rays are generated either from the RMD or the AIF
dominantly. The fraction is about 50:50% in the analysis region in MEG, while the fraction of
RMD will be higher in MEG II because the material of the tracker will be less and the branching
ratio of the AIF will be lower. Moreover, the rate of the AIF could be reduced further by
analysis [1]1. Identifying the RMD gamma rays, which can mimic signals by coinciding with
positrons, will therefore play a significant role to improve the sensitivity of MEG II further.

Figure 1: Schematic view the MEG II detector including the RDC. The RDC detectors will
be placed on the beam axis on both upstream and downstream sides. A dashed red line shows
a track of a high momentum positron from a Michel decay accidentally overlapped with a
high-energy gamma ray from RMD those make a fake µ+ ! e+g signal.

The basic idea to identify RMD is to detect low momentum positrons (2–5 MeV typically)
coinciding with high-energy gamma rays (>48 MeV) as shown in Fig. 1. From a simulation
study, it was found that 83% of gamma rays from RMD (or 54% of the total background gamma
rays) can be identified with using the RDC when the energy deposit in the LXe detector is larger
than 48 MeV and both the upstream and downstream RDC are used.

1Feasibility to apply the analysis on MEG II data is not confirmed yet.

1

Radiative Decay Counter (RDC)

4

Upstream (US)

• 250 μm thick, 18 cm long plastic fibers

• <720 fibers.  Up to 64 fibers are bundled and read 
by two SiPMs at the both ends

Downstream (DS)

• 10 scintillation bars (0.5 cm thick, up to 18 cm long) 
for time measurement

• 76 scintillator crystals (2 × 2 × 2 cm, LYSO) for 
measuring energy to reduce Michel accidental hits.

MEG-TN089

Table 1: Scintillation properties of several inorganic scintillators.

Properties NaI(Tl) BGO LSO GSO LYSO
Density (g/cm3) 3.67 7.13 7.40 6.71 7.1
Attenuation length (cm) 2.6 1.11 1.14 1.38 1.12
Decay time (ns) 230 300 40 30–60 41
Wave length (nm) 415 480 420 430 420
Relative light yield 100 7–12 40–75 20 70–80

2 Detector design

The upstream RDC detector is made of plastic scintillation fibers, and the downstream detector
consists of the plastic scintillator and crystal counters.

The DS RDC detector consists of ten plastic scintillation (PS) counters and 76 LYSO crys-
tals. It covers the radius of 9 cm to detect positrons from the RMD efficiently. The maximum
length of the PS is 18 cm. The width of PS counters are 2 cm except for the two central counters
whose width is the half of others for reducing the occupancy. Two or three MPPCs are directly
attached on each side of the counters. The MPPCs are connected in series.

The size of the LYSO crystal is 2⇥ 2⇥ 2 cm3, which is large enough to detect positrons
from the RMD with high energy gamma ray. On the back side of each LYSO crystal, a 3⇥3 mm
MPPC is attached. Because the light yield of LYSO is high, 25 µm pitch MPPCs are used to
avoid the degradation of the resolution due to the SiPM saturation.

(a) Upstream detector (b) Downstream detector

Figure 3: RDC detector

The shape of the US RDC can be rectangular as shown in Fig. 3 or similar to the plastic
scintillator part of the DS detector. The active area of the US RDC covers the radius of 18 cm.
On the planer active area, there is a single layer of 704 scintillation fibers with 250 µm thick-
ness. On the both edges, sixty four fibers are bundled into 2 mm2 square and read by 3 mm2

3

under R&D constructed 
Ready!

~28% sensitivity improvement by tagging gamma-rays from radiative decays

�43



DS RDC
✦ Completed all modifications

1

‣ Checked all signals after 
fixing cable

‣ Re-arranged cable

‣ No conflicts with    
RDC housing, end-cap

‣ Centered RDC in 
measurement position

‣ Light shielding in very 
compact way Tha

nk y
ou D

iete
r!!

Radiative Decay Counter
Coincidence with LXe 
photons indicate that 
photons from radiative 
decays were correctly 
tagged by RDC

• Tags BG gamma-rays from radiative decays 
by measuring low E positrons 

• Improves sensitivity by ~15%

newly developed for MEG II
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MEG II Plan
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Figure 95 Comparison of the E� PDFs for signal events based on the
resolutions obtained in 2010 data (black) and on the projected value
for the upgrade (blue).

Figure 96 Comparison of the E� PDFs for accidental background
events based on the resolutions obtained in 2010 data (black) and on
the projected value for the upgrade (blue). Di↵erences in relative back-
ground contributions between RMD, AIF and pile-up are also taken
into account.

9.2 Analysis

Each toy MC is analysed using the maximum likelihood
analysis technique developed following the MEG data ana-
lysis [3,142,143] to extract an UL at 90% CL on the number
of signal events, following the prescription of [152], that is
converted to an UL on B(µ+ ! e+�) by using the appropri-
ate normalisation factor. This technique is more e�cient and
reliable than a box analysis, since all types of background
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MEG final result

MEG II in 3 years

Figure 97 Expected sensitivity of MEG II as a function of the DAQ
time compared with the bounds set by MEG [3]. Assuming conservat-
ively 20 DAQ weeks per year, we expect a branching ratio sensitivity
of 6 ⇥ 10�14 in three years.

are correctly folded in the global likelihood function and
taken into account with their own statistical weights. The
enhanced precision of the MEG II detectors allows a much
better separation of the signal from the background and re-
duces significantly the spill of the photon and positron back-
ground distributions into the signal region, which is due to
experimental resolution e↵ects.

9.3 Sensitivity estimate

An ensemble of simulated experiments (toy MC) with a stat-
istics comparable to the expected number of events during
MEG II data taking are generated from the PDFs assuming
zero signal events and an average number of radiative and
accidental events obtained by extrapolating the results of the
MEG experiment and taking into account the new detector
performances. The numbers of RMD and accidental events
are then left free to fluctuate, according to Poisson statist-
ics. For each toy MC we extract an UL on the B(µ+ ! e+�).
Following [3], we define as sensitivity the median of the dis-
tribution of the ULs obtained from the toy MCs.

In Fig. 97 we show the evolution of the sensitivity as
a function of the DAQ time (in weeks). Assuming conser-
vatively 140 DAQ days per year, we can reach a sensitiv-
ity of 6 ⇥ 10�14 in three years. The sensitivity has been re-
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9 Expected sensitivity

The estimation of the MEG II sensitivity follows the ap-
proach exploited in MEG [3]. A detailed MC simulation of
the beam and the detector is implemented together with a
reconstruction of the particle’s observables. The probability
density functions (PDFs) of the observables relevant for dis-
criminating signal from background are generated with the
help of simulation and prototype data. Then, an ensemble
of simulated experiments (toy MC) are generated from the
PDFs and analysed extracting a set of upper limits (UL). Fi-
nally, the sensitivity is estimated.

9.1 Simulation and reconstruction

We developed a full simulation of the detector based on
Geant4, adding information, where necessary, from meas-
urements (e.g. light propagation properties in LXe) or dedic-
ated simulations (e.g. ionisation density in the drift chamber
from Garfield [151]). The Geant4 hits are then converted
into simulated electronic signals, making use of waveform
templates extracted from data collected with prototypes or
with the final detectors. At this stage, we also mix di↵erent
Geant4 events in order to simulate the pile-up of multiple
muon decays within the same DAQ time window.

Both data and simulated events go through the same re-
construction chain. For each sub-detector, a waveform ana-
lysis is performed in order to extract raw observables, such
as the signal time and charge. A hit reconstruction proced-
ure is then applied to translate them into calibrated physical
observables. The following variables are extracted:

1. the drift time of the ionisation electrons in the drift
chamber and the hit position along the z-coordinate,

2. the hit time and position in each pTC and RDC PS tile
and

3. the number of collected photons in each photo-sensor of
the LXe photon detector and RDC calorimeter.

Several reconstruction algorithms are then applied to ex-
tract the single particle’s observables. Most notably, dedic-
ated pattern recognition algorithms and a Kalman filter tech-
nique are used to extract the positron track parameters; the
positron is tracked through the pTC tiles to extract the best
estimate of the positron time; number and timing of collec-
ted scintillation photons of each photo-detector in the LXe
photon detector are used to extract the photon time and con-
version vertex as well as the photon energy.

Finally, these observables are combined to extract the
kinematic variables characterising a µ+ ! e+� decay allow-
ing the discrimination from background events: the photon
energy E�, the positron energy Ee+ , the relative timing te+�,
and the relative polar and azimuthal angles (✓e+�, �e+�).

Table 8 Resolutions (Gaussian �) and e�ciencies of MEG II com-
pared with those of MEG

PDF parameters MEG MEG II

Ee+ (keV) 380 130
✓e+ (mrad) 9.4 5.3
�e+ (mrad) 8.7 3.7
ze+/ye+ (mm) core 2.4/1.2 1.6/0.7
E�(%) (w>2 cm)/(w<2 cm) 2.4/1.7 1.1/1.0
u�, v�,w� (mm) 5/5/6 2.6/2.2/5
te+� (ps) 122 84
E�ciency (%)
Trigger ⇡ 99 ⇡ 99
Photon 63 69
e+(tracking ⇥ matching) 30 70

The probability density functions (PDFs) describing the
distributions of each kinematic variable for the signal and
the backgrounds are generated relying on MC simulated
events or on data collected from prototypes.

A representative scenario for MEG II resolutions and
e�ciencies is summarised in Table 8 and compared to the
MEG performance. The e�ciency of the positron recon-
struction is greatly improved to that of MEG, thanks to the
high e�ciency of the tracking system and to the optimised
geometry of CDCH and pTC. The resolution on the relative
time between the e+ and the � is estimated to be�te+� ' 84 ps
by adopting the most conservative estimation for the LXe
photon detector timing resolution of �t� ' 70 ps and an
error on the positron timing due to the pTC resolution of
�tpTC

e+
' 31 ps, which includes an inter-counter calibration

contribution �inter-counter
te+ /

p
N̄hit ' 10 ps, a synchronisation

contribution between WDBs of �WDB
te+ ' 25 ps and a contri-

bution due to the track extrapolation along the CDCH meas-
ured trajectory of �CDCH

te+ ' 20 ps.

As an example we show the E� PDFs for signal (see
Fig. 95) and accidental background events (see Fig. 96).
The expected improvement in MEG II is visible by com-
paring these PDFs (blue) with the 2010 MEG data PDFs
(black). In the E� background PDFs various contributions
are taken into account: RMD, photons from positron AIF
and from bremsstrahlung on materials in the detector, pile-
up events, as well as resolution e↵ects. The configuration of
the CDCH, with a smaller amount of material close to the
LXe photon detector, reduces the AIF contribution, which is
dominant for E� > 52 MeV, by about 20% with respect to
the MEG detector. The combined e↵ect of the increased res-
olution and of the lower high energy background is clearly
visible in Fig. 96.

Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) p.380

6×10-14

updated since Proposal

MEG II ~3 years
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Fig. 5. Experimental upper limits (90% C.L.) on cLFV muon processes as a function of the year where the µ ! 3e and µ�N ! e�N bounds are converted
into equivalent µ ! e� bounds by using Eqs. (6) and (7). The corresponding new physics scale ⇤ for  = 0, defined in Eqs. (9) and (10), is also indicated.

with a detection efficiency ✏ ⇡ O(1%) in a few years of data taking (T ⇡ O(107) s), a DCmuon rate of 1013/✏/T ⇡ 107–108/s
is necessary. Such a high rate DC muon beam is currently only available at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland. PSI’s
590 MeV isochronous ring cyclotron constantly supplies a 2.2 mA proton beam with 50.6 MHz RF time structure. Since
the muon life time of 2 µs is much longer than the RF structure, the muon decay rate becomes constant (DC) without any
time structure. The cyclotron is currently being upgraded and its beam current is planned to increase eventually to 3.0 mA,
approaching an unrivalled beam power of 1.8 MW.

Major experimental challenges are (1) a good photon energy resolution to suppress background photons from radiative
muon decays and annihilation of positrons in material, and (2) precise measurements of positrons in the high rate environ-
ment of 107–108 positrons per second.

The MEG experiment at PSI, which finished data taking in summer 2013, obtained the world’s best upper bounds on
B(µ ! e� ) < 5.7⇥ 10�13 at 90% C.L. [7] using ⇠1/2 of the data taken. The final result of MEG is expected during the year
2014. Currently at PSI, preparations are underway for the MEG II experiment, an upgrade of MEG, which plans to start data
taking in 2016 with a goal of achieving an order of magnitude better sensitivity than MEG in three years’ data taking.

1.2.2. µ+ ! e+e�e+

Searches for the µ ! 3e decay also require positive muons to avoid muonic atom formation just like µ ! e� searches.
With three particles in the final state, they also suffer from accidental coincidences: positrons from normal muon decays
coincidewith e+e� pairs fromphoton conversions or fromBhabha scattering of positronswith atomic electrons. Tominimise
the accidental background, a DC muon beam, one as constant in time as possible, should be used.

With the presently available DC muon beam at PSI (⇠1 ⇥ 108 muons/s), an improvement in sensitivity by two orders
of magnitude over the current 90% CL upper bound on B(µ ! 3e) < 1.0 ⇥ 10�12 [20] may be possible. However, a much
more intense muon source of �109 is required to become competitive with the existing upper bound on B(µ ! e� ) <
5.7 ⇥ 10�13 [7]. A new high intensity muon beamline, ‘‘High Intensity Muon Beam’’ (HIMB), that can provide >109 muons
per second, has been proposed and is under serious consideration at PSI [31]. An upgrade plan of the proton accelerator
complex at Fermilab (Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP-II)) aimed at providing a beam power of at least 1 MW on target at
the initiation of the long baseline neutrino facility (LBNF) is embeddedwithin a longer-term concept for upgrades to achieve
multi-MW, continuous wave capabilities, which could accommodate a high intensity muon source [32].

Amajor experimental challenge for aµ ! 3e search is precise tracking and vertexing of positrons and electrons in a high
rate environment of >109 muon decays per second. Tracking detectors must have low momentum thresholds and cover a
large solid angle to efficiently measure three-body final states of µ ! 3e decays. Because of this daunting challenge, no
experiment had been proposed for more than a quarter century since the last experiment. Recent advances in ultra-thin
silicon pixel detector technology, however, seems to rise to the challenge. The mu3e experiment [33], recently proposed at
PSI, envisages to use High Voltage Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (HV-MAPS) to realise ultra-thin tracking detectors that
minimisemultiple scattering and energy loss for precise tracking and vertexing. The first phase ofmu3ewill use the existing
beamline to achieve an O(10�15) sensitivity, but the second phase for O(10�16) requires realisation of the HIMB.

MEG Final
MEG II
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O(10-14) era  
starts soon!

New Physics

μ+→e+γ equivalent BR



Please be patient.  
We’re starting up. 
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